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BLUE BUCKS IRON-ON INSTRUCTIONS

Hello again, Blue Bucks savers!

The Blue Bucks gang and I were going through our comic books the other 
day and started imagining what it would be like to be a superhero.  We 
thought about which special powers would be fun to have, and how we 
would use our super strength or hyper-speed to help others.  And of 
course, there was a lot of talk about what colors our suits would be and 
what gadgets we’d carry with us.

Have you ever thought about what kind of superhero you’d be?  Would 
you be ultra-fast?  Have X-ray vision or super-human strength?  It’s always 
entertaining to let your imagination run wild to make up your own comic 
book hero story.  To help you along, the Blue Bucks gang and I have 
included an iron-on in this newsletter so you can put our comic book cover 
on your own shirt.  Have an adult help you follow the directions and you’ll 
be feeling super in no time.

Until next time, keep using that superpower you already have - saving your 
money in your Blue Bucks account.  Don’t forget to put a little money in 
now and then to save for later.  When you earn interest, your money can 
grow bigger and stronger all the time!
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Milo
(AKA Mighty Moose)

Hey, kids, are you ready to put your favorite super Blue Bucks characters on 
a t-shirt or other garment?  Here’s how to do it, and remember to have an 
adult help you with it!

Preheat your iron to the highest setting.  Do NOT use steam!  Empty all 
water out of the iron before using.  Iron on a hard, heat-resistant surface.  
Do NOT use an ironing board.  Place a pillowcase on the surface and iron 
out the wrinkles.  Place the garment you want to use onto the pillowcase and 
iron out the wrinkles.  Place the iron-on transfer on top of the garment with 
the image facing down and the backing paper facing up.  With two hands and 
heavy pressure, slide the iron around for 30 - 45 seconds.  Let the transfer 
cool completely and then peel the parchment paper away from the image.  

When washing, turn the garment inside out and wash in cold water.


